
Every day, employees face critical 
moments in navigating their jobs.

Companies need to be able to support 
employees in these make-or-break moments 
to build culture and drive success.

Our platform

Our Pros are seasoned HR business partners and certified coaches. Rigorously 
vetted and continually evaluated, Pros form a diverse network of support for your 
employees.

Methodology

Pros

Insights

Bravely connects your people to on-demand 
confidential coaching in the moments that 
matter across the employee experience. 
making it possible for companies to foster a 
culture that attracts and retains talent.

Access to Bravely’s network of vetted 
professional coaches fosters employee well-
being and development to supercharge 
performance and help people thrive.

When leading organizations offer Bravely to 
everyone, they scale the support offered by 
their People teams and managers, and 
transform their cultures in an evolving world of 
work.

All workplace topics

Major inflection points

What we do

Where we help

Transforming 
company cultures 
by unlocking 
individual potential

Why our 
approach works 

of employees say they've gained a new skill or strategy in 
their very first session.

of employees say they’re more likely to address their situation 
proactively—and more prepared to do so—after a Bravely 
session.

of employees with two or more completed sessions report a 
more positive outlook on their future at their company.

We report back to your team with actionable insights drawn from your company’s 
aggregate usage data. Keep your fingers on your organization’s pulse with reports 
on the trends you care about most as a People leader—all while maintaining 
individual confidentiality.

Each session gives an employee what they need to unlock their own potential. Pros 
leverage Bravely’s Momentum Method to help employees develop critical skills, shift 
their perspectives, and form a game plan with accountability in mind.

Just-in-time learning and support

Confidential and unbiased outlet

Context-specific approach to every organization

Progressive People leaders know Bravely 
makes companies stronger.

“As Pinterest grows and adapts to new challenges, our team's appetite for 
individualized support and development has never been stronger. Bravely 
has helped scale the support provided by our People team, and our 
colleagues are already telling us that access to their own coach when they 
need it most is unleashing new skills, confidence, and drive.
” 
— Jo Dennis, CHRO at Pinterest

To learn more visit
www.workbravely.com
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